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Cloud Computing 

Time : Three Hours     Maximum Marks : 70 

  
Note: All questions are compulsory and carry equal marks. 

Unit - I 

1. a) Differentiate between Grid computing. Distributed computing and cloud computing.  

  Also draw the relationship between them. 7 

     b)  Describe the characteristics of cloud computing environments.  7 

OR 

2. a)  Discuss the different barriers of cloud computing. 7 

b)  What do you understand by service oriented architecture (SOA). How it support cloud    

     computing? Explain. 7 

Unit - II 

3. a) Explain the key steps in cloud implementation planning process with example. 7 

    b) Explain the services provided by Amazon infrastructure cloud from user perspective 7 

OR 

4.a) What do you understand by cloud analytics? Explain also describe how it works. 7 

b) Explain in brief cloud desktop infrastructure in brief with its services. 7 

Unit - III 

5. What is the difference between process virtual machines, host VMMs and native VMMs.  7 

b) Discuss the benefits, goals and characteristics of provisioning.    7 

OR 

6. Describe different types of hypervisors with example and  block diagram. Also enlist the 

advantages and virtualization.       7 

b)Explain what do you understand by Hypervisor management software and their requirements7 

Unit IV 

7.a) Enlist and explain some of the common pitfalls that come with virtualizations. 7 

b) Describe the top threats identified by cloud security alliance(CSA) of cloud computing. 7 

OR 

8.a) Explain with suitable example map reduce model. 7 

b) Explain the risk from multi-tenancy with respect to various cloud environment. 7 

Unit -V 

9.a) Describe the architecture of cloud federation stack. 7 

b) Explain conceptual representation of Eucalyptus cloud. Also explain in brief the components 

within eucalyptus system. 7 

      OR  

10.a) Describe the major cloud features of Google application engine. 7 

b) Explain the architecture of HADOOP with its diagram. 7 
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Note: i) Attempt one question from each unit. 
ii) Each unit carry equal marks. 

Unit I 

1.a) What makes cloud computing so interesting to IT stake holders and research practitioners? Explain it by listing 

essential cloud computing environment and cloud service reuirements    7 

b) Write a brief notes on cloud adoption and cloud rudiments.     7 

OR 

2. a) List the different cloud application available in the market? Briefly explain the scenarios/situations of  "when to 

not use clouds". 

b) Explain cloud and dynamic infrastructure.    7 

Unit II 

3. a) How testing under cloud can be performed? Explain it by taking service based models of cloud computing under 

4, a) What is cloud scalability? Explain the term "Virtual desktop infrastructure". 7 

b) Write a brief notes on cloud ecosystem along with the examples.   7 

5 What is the need of virtualization? Discuss the architecture of hyper-V and discuss its use in cloud computing.   7 

 

Unit - III 

5 a) Write the difference between block and file level storage virtualization. 

OR 

6 a) Write a brief notes on high availability and disaster and RP0 recovery in cloud computing. Also exp lain RTC) 7 

b) Write the difference between VLAN and VSAN 

Unit-IV 

7.a)  Explain cloud computing security architecture. 

b) Explain the cloud information security fundamental.    7   

introduced in cloud security management. 

OR 

8. a)Explain virtualization security management. 

b) Discuss the different cloud security services. 

Unit V 

9. a) What is market oriented cloud computing? List the main components that implement a MOCC system. 7 

b) What is third-party cloud services? Give some examples of a third-party cloud service.  7 

OR 

10. a) What kind of standards and protocols can be used to achieve interoperability in a cloud federation? 

b) What are the main components that implement a MOCC based system ? 
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Note: i) Attempt one question from each unit.  

          ii) All questions carry equal marks. 

Unit I 

1. a) Explain the various phases of compiler? How phases of compilation converts the statement 

Position = initial + rate*60. 

b) Briefly explain the compiler construction tools? 

2. a) What are the issues in lexical analysis? Explain in detail the recognition of tokens. 

    b) Design FA to accept the following: 

       i) Identifiers ii) Constant 

Unit - II 

3. a) Explain handle pruning. Explain the same for the grammar E --> E + E / E * E / (E) / id and input string  

          id l + id2 * id3. 

    b) Describe the conflicts that may occur during shift reduce parsing. 

4. a) Check whether the given grammar is LL(1) or not  

S —>iEt SS' /a 

S' —>eS / E 

E —> b 

b) What is syntax directed translation? Why are they important? 

Unit - III 

5. a) Discuss the symbol table organisation, also give the difference between binary tree and hashing 

organisation of symbol table. 

b) Explain the various parameter parsing mechanism. 

6. a) Explain the specification of simple type checker? 

    b) What is polymorphic functions? 

     c) How type checking and type conversion is implemented in compiler. 

Unit - IV 

7. a) Construct DAG for the following expression. a + a * (b - c) + (b- c) * d 

    b) How CPU registers are allocated while creating machine code. 

8. a) Write quadruples from the expression: (a + b) * (c + d) — (a + b + c) 

b) Discuss the issues in design of code generator. 

Unit - V 

9 a) What is global data analysis? What is its use in code optimization? 

b) Explain the following with example: 

i)   Strength reduction  

ii)  Variable propagation 

iii)  Common sub expression elimination 

10. a) Explain loop optimization with example. b) Define the following 

       i) Dominators ii) Natural loops 

        iii) Inner loop iv) Preheader 
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